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BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1)



Activity group(s): 6 Number of exercises: 702



Introductions (18 activity (ies) 01:38:52) Keywords [11 word(s)] to be (v.) birthday fine goodbye to have (v.) hello how are you job name nice to meet you thanks



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Good morning, how are you? Hello! I am fine, thanks. I am fine, and you?



2



What is your name? My name is John, nice to meet you. I am Mark and this is Sarah.



3



2 2



Great, thanks!



I am Melissa. My name is Melissa. Pleased to meet you.



3 3



John, OK. Mark, thanks.



4 4



How do you spell your name? J-O-H-N. M-A-R-K.
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4



Where are you from? She is from England, but I am from Australia. I am from the United States.



5



7 7



I am a student. I am a student.



8 8



I have two sisters. I have two sisters.



9 9



That is interesting! That is nice!



10 10



Does your brother have a job? Yes, he is a policeman. My brother is an architect.



10



Your birthday is in the summer. Your birthday is in the winter.



Do you have a sister? No, I have a brother. I have a sister and Sarah has a brother.



9



6 6



What do you do? Are you a teacher? She is a doctor, but I am a teacher. No, I am a lawyer.



8



I am single. I am also single.



5



My birthday is in November. When is your birthday? My birthday is in August. In January.



7



5



Are you married? Yes, we are married. No, I am single.



6



Oh, you are Australian and she is British. Oh, you are American.



See you later. Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa!



Word Pronunciation [11 word(s)] to be
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birthday fine goodbye to have hello how are you job name nice to meet you thanks



Sentence Pronunciation [20 sentence(s)] Hello! I am fine, thanks. I am fine, and you? My name is John, nice to meet you. I am Mark and this is Sarah. J-O-H-N. M-A-R-K. She is from England, but I am from Australia. I am from the United States. Yes, we are married. No, I am single. My birthday is in August. In January. She is a doctor, but I am a teacher. No, I am a lawyer. No, I have a brother. I have a sister and Sarah has a brother. Yes, he is a policeman. My brother is an architect. Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 she I you he
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2 a student a lawyer a doctor a teacher



3 winter spring summer fall



4 a doctor an architect a teacher a lawyer



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Good morning, how are you? Hello! I am fine, thanks. I am fine, and you?



2



2 2



Great, thanks!



What is your name? My name is John, nice to meet you. I am Mark and this is Sarah.
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3 3



3



How do you spell your name? J-O-H-N. M-A-R-K.



4



I am from the United States.



6 6



Your birthday is in the summer. Your birthday is in the winter.



7 7



I am a student. I am a student.



8 8



I have two sisters. I have two sisters.



9 9



That is interesting! That is nice!



10 10



Do you have a sister? No, I have a brother. I have a sister and Sarah has a brother.



9



I am single. I am also single.



5



What do you do? Are you a teacher? She is a doctor, but I am a teacher. No, I am a lawyer.



8



5



My birthday is in November. When is your birthday? My birthday is in August. In January.



7



Oh, you are Australian and she is British. Oh, you are American.



Are you married? Yes, we are married. No, I am single.



6



4 4



Where are you from? She is from England, but I am from Australia.



5



John, OK. Mark, thanks.



Does your brother have a job? Yes, he is a policeman. My brother is an architect.
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10



See you later. Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa!



The Right Word with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



My name is John. birthday sister



2



You are British . England United States



3



January is a winter month. summer fall



4



How are you? is am The verb 'to be'



5



We are married. It I Subject pronouns The verb 'to be'



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. hello goodbye pleased to meet you



2



hi see you later nice to meet you



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. January November August
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3



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. England United States Australia



British American Australian



Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



aj



my bye I



I



is sister this single



A



are architect Mark



r



from brother married







sister teacher lawyer



h



have he has



Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



Definite and indefinite articles
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2



The difference between 'a' and 'an'
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3



The verb 'to be'



4



The verb 'to have'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (I / you) are



you are



(she / we) is



she is she's



(I / they) am



I am I'm



(it / they) is



it is it's



(he / we) are



we are we're



(she / they) are



they are they're



(you / it) are



you are you're



The verb 'to be'
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2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: he (to have)



he has



I (to have)



I have I've



you (to have)



you have you've



it (to have)



it has it's



she (to have)



she has she's



we (to have)



we have we've



they (to have)



they have they've



The verb 'to have'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



My name is John. Your birthday is in the summer. Are you British ? He is from Australia .



2



Do you have a job ? My sister is a doctor . I am an architect . My brother is a policeman .



3



Hello, how are you? I am fine, thanks. Her name is Sarah. The verb 'to be'
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4



He is my brother. Do you have a sister? Does she have a job? I am a teacher. Subject pronouns



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: I am ( - / a) doctor.



I am a doctor.



Sarah is from ( - / the) Australia.



Sarah is from Australia. Sarah's from Australia.



She has ( - / a) brother.



She has a brother.



I am from ( - / the) United States.



I am from the United States. I'm from the United States.



Definite and indefinite articles



2



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: He is (a / the) good teacher.



He is a good teacher.



John is (an / the) English name.



John is an English name. John's an English name.



Is (a / the) teacher American?



Is the teacher American?



January is (a / the) winter month.



January is a winter month. January's a winter month.



Definite and indefinite articles
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3



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: (You / He) is single. (I / You) are a student.



You are a student. You're a student.



(I / We) are British.



We are British. We're British.



(You / She) has a job.



She has a job.



Subject pronouns



4



He is single.



The verb 'to be'



The verb 'to have'



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be) Adam.



I am Adam.



You (to be) from the United States.



You are from the United States. You're from the United States.



They (to be) married.



They are married. They're married.



She (to be) a lawyer.



She is a lawyer. She's a lawyer.



The verb 'to be'



Dictation [4 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



hello good morning How are you? see you later goodbye



2



1 2 3 4 5



doctor teacher student policeman architect
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3



1 2 3 4 5 6



I am you are he is it is we are she is The verb 'to be'



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



I have you have he has it has she has they have The verb 'to have'



Word Order with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



my birthday is my birthday is in



2



his sister has his sister has a



in November November



a good good job



job



The verb 'to have'



3



my birthday is my birthday is in



in July July



The verb 'to be'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Good morning, how are you? Hello! I am fine, thanks. I am fine, and you? She is a doctor, but I am a teacher. No, I have a brother. No, I am single. Yes, he is a policeman. In January.
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Great, thanks! I am a student. I have two sisters. I am also single. That is interesting! Your birthday is in the winter.
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2 2



2



What is your name? My name is John, nice to meet you. I am Mark and this is Sarah. Yes, he is a policeman. In January. Yes, we are married. No, I am single. No, I am a lawyer.



3



John, OK. Mark, thanks. Your birthday is in the summer. I am a student. I have two sisters. That is interesting! Your birthday is in the winter.



4 4



Oh, you are Australian and she is British. Oh, you are American. That is nice!



5



Where are you from? She is from England, but I am from Australia. I am from the United States. My brother is an architect. Goodbye, Melissa! I am fine, and you? No, I am a lawyer. No, I have a brother.



5



3



How do you spell your name? J-O-H-N. M-A-R-K. My birthday is in August. No, I am a lawyer. No, I have a brother. Yes, he is a policeman. In January.



4



I am Melissa. My name is Melissa. Pleased to meet you. That is interesting! Your birthday is in the winter. I am single. I am also single. I am a student.



5



Great, thanks! I am a student. I have two sisters.



Are you married? Yes, we are married. No, I am single. I have a sister and Sarah has a brother. Hello! I am fine, thanks. Bye, Melissa! Yes, he is a policeman. Goodbye, Melissa!
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I am single. I am also single. I have two sisters.



6



That is interesting!
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6



My birthday is in November. When is your birthday? My birthday is in August. In January. J-O-H-N. My name is John, nice to meet you. Goodbye, Melissa! Yes, he is a policeman. Hello! I am fine, thanks.



7



I am Mark and this is Sarah.



That is interesting!



I am a student. I am a student.



8



I am Melissa. Great, thanks! Oh, you are Australian and she is British. My name is Melissa. Pleased to meet you.



Do you have a sister? I have a sister and Sarah has a brother. No, I have a brother. I am from the United States. M-A-R-K. Yes, we are married. Hello! I am fine, thanks. My name is John, nice to meet you.



9



7 7



What do you do? Are you a teacher? She is a doctor, but I am a teacher. No, I am a lawyer. Goodbye, Melissa! My name is John, nice to meet you. I am fine, and you? She is from England, but I am from Australia.



8



Your birthday is in the summer. Your birthday is in the winter. John, OK. I am Melissa.



I have two sisters. I have two sisters. Oh, you are American. Mark, thanks. I am single.



9



I am Melissa.



Does your brother have a job? Yes, he is a policeman. My brother is an architect. No, I am single. She is from England, but I am from Australia. In January. Yes, we are married. I am Mark and this is Sarah.
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That is interesting! That is nice! I am also single. Oh, you are Australian and she is British. Your birthday is in the winter. I am single. My name is Melissa. Pleased to meet you.
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10



10



See you later. Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa! No, I am a lawyer. She is a doctor, but I am a teacher. Yes, we are married. M-A-R-K. I am fine, and you?



I am a student. I am a student. I am single. Mark, thanks. Great, thanks!



Mystery Phrase [4 exercises] 1



Someone who teaches. teacher



2



Opposite of "married." single



3



A month in the winter that begins with the letter "j." January



4



People from Britain. The British



The Family (18 activity (ies) 01:56:16) Keywords [13 word(s)] beautiful brother child family father funny grandparent happy mother old parent sister young
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Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Your new house is beautiful! You are so nice! Thank you! I'm lucky!



2



Is your wife happy with it? She's very excited! Yes, she likes the view. My wife and my children are happy with it.



3



I see! They are nice pictures. You have a lot of friends!



4 4 4



She looks sweet. You're right, he is handsome! They look friendly.



5 5 5



She's a teenager, right? Really?



6 6 6



He's your good friend. I'm sure he is. Oh no!



7 7 7



Is she your sister? She's tall. No, she's my cousin. Yes, and she's very young. She looks young but she's my age.



6



So you have children!



3 3 3



Are they your parents? The short woman is my mom. My dad is the handsome man. Yes, they are my mother and father.



5



I'm sure she is!



You have a lot of pictures! Yes, I have a very large family. I have a lot of brothers and sisters. They are my friends!



4



2 2 2



Yes, it's great! You are very lucky!



Is he a funny guy? Yes, Evan is a lot of fun. His name is Evan, he's a great person! No, he's very annoying!
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7



Are they your son and daughter? Yes, their names are Terence and Ashley. They are, and Kate is their babysitter. No, I only have one child.



8



Like her brother! Like her mother!



9 9 9



My favorite picture is the black and white one. They are a beautiful couple! The picture of grandma and grandpa? They are my grandparents, they are old now. My grandparents, they're the best!



10



8 8 8



Is Ashley in school? Yes, and she's very smart. She's a very smart little girl. No, she's too young.



9



They are pretty names. She looks nice.



Family is important!



10 10 10



Yes, they are!



Your family and friends are great! I have interesting friends. My family is very special. The people in my family are very sweet.



Word Pronunciation [13 word(s)] beautiful brother child family father funny grandparent happy mother old parent sister young



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] You are so nice! Thank you! I'm lucky! She's very excited!
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Yes, she likes the view. My wife and my children are happy with it. Yes, I have a very large family. I have a lot of brothers and sisters. They are my friends! The short woman is my mom. My dad is the handsome man. Yes, they are my mother and father. No, she's my cousin. Yes, and she's very young. She looks young but she's my age. Yes, Evan is a lot of fun. His name is Evan, he's a great person! No, he's very annoying! Yes, their names are Terence and Ashley. They are, and Kate is their babysitter. No, I only have one child. Yes, and she's very smart. She's a very smart little girl. No, she's too young. The picture of grandma and grandpa? They are my grandparents, they are old now. My grandparents, they're the best! I have interesting friends. My family is very special. The people in my family are very sweet.



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1 mother father sister brother



2 a child a teenager a woman a man a couple
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3 tall short small friendly handsome



4 smart annoying funny tall old



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Your new house is beautiful! You are so nice! Thank you! I'm lucky!



2



Is your wife happy with it? She's very excited! Yes, she likes the view. My wife and my children are happy with it.



3



I'm sure she is! So you have children!



3 3 3



I see! They are nice pictures. You have a lot of friends!



4 4 4



She looks sweet. You're right, he is handsome! They look friendly.



5 5 5



You have a lot of pictures! Yes, I have a very large family. I have a lot of brothers and sisters. They are my friends!



4



2 2 2



Yes, it's great! You are very lucky!



Are they your parents? The short woman is my mom. My dad is the handsome man. Yes, they are my mother and father.
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5



Is she your sister? She's tall. No, she's my cousin. Yes, and she's very young. She looks young but she's my age.



6



They are pretty names. She looks nice.



8 8 8



Like her brother! Like her mother!



9 9 9



My favorite picture is the black and white one. They are a beautiful couple! The picture of grandma and grandpa? They are my grandparents, they are old now. My grandparents, they're the best!



10



7 7 7



Is Ashley in school? Yes, and she's very smart. She's a very smart little girl. No, she's too young.



9



He's your good friend. I'm sure he is. Oh no!



Are they your son and daughter? Yes, their names are Terence and Ashley. They are, and Kate is their babysitter. No, I only have one child.



8



6 6 6



Is he a funny guy? Yes, Evan is a lot of fun. His name is Evan, he's a great person! No, he's very annoying!



7



She's a teenager, right? Really?



Family is important!



10 10 10



Yes, they are!



Your family and friends are great! I have interesting friends. My family is very special. The people in my family are very sweet.
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The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



They are great pictures. friendly smart annoying



2



Your house is nice ! short young handsome



3



My wife is my age . person teenager couple



4



Are they your children ? brother babysitter daughter The plural



Word Association [3 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. sister mom wife grandma



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. old young tall



3



brother dad husband grandpa



new old short



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son man father



daughter woman mother



Phonetics Exercise [6 phoneme(s)]



eI



names Kate age
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have family happy



ow



no so old



p



grandparents person grandpa



j



you yes young



D



the they're brothers their



Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



Possessive adjectives



2



The plural
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3



Contraction of 'to be'
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4



Questions without interrogative words



Grammar Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he is



he's



I am



I'm



you are



you're



she is



she's



it is



it's



we are



we're



they are



they're



Contraction of 'to be'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: he



his



I



my



you



your



she



her



it



its



we



our



they



their



Possessive adjectives



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: you (to be)



Are you?



they (to be)



Are they?



he (to be)



Is he?



we (to be)



Are we?



I (to be)



Am I?



she (to be)



Is she?



it (to be)



Is it?



The verb 'to be'



4



Questions without interrogative words



Make the following phrases plural. Example: parent



parents



sister



sisters



child



children



friend



friends



man



men



woman



women



family



families



The plural
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Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



Your daughter is a friendly girl. Your husband is a funny person. Your family is great. You are a lucky woman !



2



My parents are interesting people. They have a new house. Chelsea is my favorite cousin. We have a large family.



3



They' re a fun couple. He' s my best friend. I' m excited to see them. Contraction of 'to be'



4



Nina is your sister . Regina and Pearl are his sisters . Our names are Mohammed and Steve. My name is Andrew. The plural



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: He is handsome.



Is he handsome?



She is funny.



Is she funny?



They are very annoying.



Are they very annoying?



You are a good friend.



Are you a good friend?



Questions without interrogative words
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Your parents are old.



Are your parents old?



His sisters are young.



Are his sisters young?



Our dad is tall.



Is our dad tall?



Her family is sweet.



Is her family sweet?



Questions without interrogative words



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: (He) mom is smart.



His mom is smart.



The handsome man is (I) dad.



The handsome man is my dad. The handsome man's my dad.



(You) friend is handsome.



Your friend is handsome. Your friend's handsome.



(They) parents are nice.



Their parents are nice.



Possessive adjectives



4



Make the following sentences plural. Example: My friend is short.



My friends are short.



Your child is beautiful.



Your children are beautiful.



The picture is from Australia.



The pictures are from Australia.



My cousin is annoying.



My cousins are annoying.



The plural
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Dictation [6 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5 6



large old short tall little new



2



1 2 3 4 5 6



good nice smart friendly annoying interesting



3



1 2 3 4 5 6



sweet funny happy pretty handsome beautiful



4



1 2 3 4 5 6



my mom her husband your cousins his wife our children their dad Possessive adjectives



5



1 2 3 4 5 6



brothers and sisters husbands and wives one person two people a child many children The plural
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6



1 2 3 4 5 6



Is he a teenager? Are they your grandparents? Am I funny? Is the view pretty? Are you happy with your job? Is it an old house? Questions without interrogative words



Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



my son is my son is a



2



she is pretty and he she is pretty and he is



3



her cousin is very excited her cousin is very excited



4



is your mom is your mom in



5



Tim and Tim and his



6



are they your two children are they your two children?



a tall tall boy



boy



is handsome handsome



in the picture the picture?



his family are family are from



?



from Canada Canada



?



Questions without interrogative words



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Your new house is beautiful! Thank you! I'm lucky! You are so nice! She's a very smart little girl. They are, and Kate is their babysitter. Yes, Evan is a lot of fun. No, I only have one child. Yes, and she's very young.
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Yes, it's great! You are very lucky!



2 2



Like her mother! She looks nice. He's your good friend. She's a teenager, right?
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2



Is your wife happy with it? Yes, she likes the view. She's very excited! My wife and my children are happy with it. She looks young but she's my age. The people in my family are very sweet. No, she's my cousin. The picture of grandma and grandpa? No, I only have one child.



3



I see! They are nice pictures. You have a lot of friends! She looks nice. Like her brother! Oh no!



4 4



She looks sweet. You're right, he is handsome! They look friendly.



5 5 5



Are they your parents? The short woman is my mom. My dad is the handsome man. Yes, they are my mother and father. No, I only have one child. You are so nice! I'm lucky! She's a very smart little girl. My grandparents, they're the best!



5



Family is important!



You have a lot of pictures! Yes, I have a very large family. I have a lot of brothers and sisters. They are my friends! They are, and Kate is their babysitter. Yes, and she's very smart. No, he's very annoying! No, she's too young. The people in my family are very sweet.



4



3 I'm sure she is! So you have children! Really?



You are very lucky! Like her mother! Yes, they are!



Is she your sister? She's tall. No, she's my cousin. Yes, and she's very young. She looks young but she's my age. My grandparents, they're the best! My wife and my children are happy with it. The picture of grandma and grandpa? I have interesting friends. They are my grandparents, they are old now.
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6 6



She's a teenager, right? Really? Yes, they are! So you have children! Family is important!
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6



Is he a funny guy? Yes, Evan is a lot of fun. His name is Evan, he's a great person! No, he's very annoying! I have interesting friends. Yes, I have a very large family. My wife and my children are happy with it. The picture of grandma and grandpa? I have a lot of brothers and sisters.



7



I see! So you have children! Family is important! They are nice pictures.



They are pretty names. She looks nice.



8



You're right, he is handsome! I'm sure she is! Yes, it's great! So you have children!



Is Ashley in school? Yes, and she's very smart. She's a very smart little girl. No, she's too young. She looks young but she's my age. They are my friends! My dad is the handsome man. Thank you! I'm lucky!



9



7



Are they your son and daughter? Yes, their names are Terence and Ashley. They are, and Kate is their babysitter. No, I only have one child. My dad is the handsome man. She's very excited! Thank you! My wife and my children are happy with it. Yes, she likes the view.



8



He's your good friend. I'm sure he is. Oh no!



Like her brother! Like her mother!



9



Really? You have a lot of friends! You're right, he is handsome! Yes, it's great! You are very lucky!



My favorite picture is the black and white one. They are a beautiful couple! The picture of grandma and grandpa? They are my grandparents, they are old now. My grandparents, they're the best! No, she's my cousin. My wife and my children are happy with it. I have a lot of brothers and sisters. She's very excited! Yes, I have a very large family.
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Family is important!



10 10



Yes, they are! So you have children! They are nice pictures. I'm sure she is! I see!
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Your family and friends are great! I have interesting friends. My family is very special. The people in my family are very sweet. The short woman is my mom. Yes, she likes the view. His name is Evan, he's a great person! No, she's my cousin. Yes, they are my mother and father.



She looks sweet. I'm sure he is. They look friendly.



Mystery Phrase [4 exercises] 1



Grandmother and grandfather. grandparents



2



Mother and father. parents



3



Very pretty. beautiful



4



Synonym of "friendly." nice



Introducing Oneself (19 activity (ies) 02:40:55) Keywords [10 word(s)] to be ... years old boy daughter girl how old is sb man son sorry thank you woman 



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Wake up! Good morning! Good evening! Hello!
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Good morning.



2 2 2



Hi!
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2



Who are you? I'm a man! I'm a ghost! I'm Lisa, and you?



3



I'm a machine.



6 6 6



Good. Go to bed! I hope so!



7 7 8



Oh really? Well, I'm Japanese.



8 8 8



So, how are you today? I'm fine, thank you. I'm tired. I'm all right!



7



6 6 6



Are you a man? Of course, I'm a man! No, I'm a woman. Yes, and you?



6



All right! I think you are!



Are you a beautiful woman? I think so! Ask my husband! I don't know!



5



I have no name!



6 4 5



But, what's your name? I'm Howard. My name's Sonia. Tell me yours first.



4



I'm a computer.



3 3 4



Are you French? No, I'm not. Yes, I am. No, I'm Italian.
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8



Where do you live? In Spain. In France, and you? I live in Sweden.



9



I'm sorry!



11 11 11



I know lots of people!



15 12 15



That's a lot of work!



15 13 13



Do you have children? No, not yet. Yes, I have a girl and a boy. I have twins!



13



10 10 10



Are you married? No way! Yes, I am. I am single. Do you know anybody nice?



12



Lucky you! Me too.



How old are you? I'm old! I'm young; I'm 21. It's none of your business!



11



9 9 10



Do you have a house? Yes! A big one! No, I have an apartment. Yes, with a backyard.



10



It's a nice, warm country! I live in Switzerland. So do I!



Where is your wife? At her office! Oh, I don't know! She's with our son and daughter.
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She works, then. You don't know?



14 15 14
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Are you a grandfather? Hey! I'm not that old! I wish I was. Yes, I have three grandsons.



15



15 15 15



I don't!



Do you have a big family? Pretty big, yes. I have many aunts and uncles. No, just my sister and I.



16



16 16 17



Do you have any cousins? No, none. Yes, two. And I like them very much. Yes, but I never see them.



17



17 17 17



Do you understand what I'm saying? It's a bit hard! Yes, everything! Sorry?



Never mind.



Word Pronunciation [10 word(s)] to be ... years old boy daughter girl how old is sb man son sorry thank you woman



Sentence Pronunciation [51 sentence(s)] Good morning! Good evening! Hello! I'm a man! I'm a ghost! I'm Lisa, and you? I'm Howard.
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My name's Sonia. Tell me yours first. I think so! Ask my husband! I don't know! Of course, I'm a man! No, I'm a woman. Yes, and you? I'm fine, thank you. I'm tired. I'm all right! No, I'm not. Yes, I am. No, I'm Italian. In Spain. In France, and you? I live in Sweden. Yes! A big one! No, I have an apartment. Yes, with a backyard. I'm old! I'm young; I'm 21. It's none of your business! No way! Yes, I am. I am single. Do you know anybody nice? No, not yet. Yes, I have a girl and a boy. I have twins! At her office! Oh, I don't know! She's with our son and daughter. Hey! I'm not that old! I wish I was. Yes, I have three grandsons. Pretty big, yes. I have many aunts and uncles. No, just my sister and I. No, none. Yes, two. And I like them very much. Yes, but I never see them. It's a bit hard! Yes, everything! Sorry?



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1 a house an apartment a studio a garage a mansion a chateau
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2 a backyard a park an island a beach a road a farm



3 an apartment furniture a kitchen a bathroom a refrigerator a closet



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Wake up! Good morning! Good evening! Hello!



2



I'm a computer.



3 3 4



I have no name!



6 4 5



All right! I think you are!



6 6 6



But, what's your name? I'm Howard. My name's Sonia. Tell me yours first.



4



Hi!



2 2 2



Who are you? I'm a man! I'm a ghost! I'm Lisa, and you?



3



Good morning.



Are you a beautiful woman? I think so! Ask my husband! I don't know!
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5



Are you a man? Of course, I'm a man! No, I'm a woman. Yes, and you?



6



It's a nice, warm country! I live in Switzerland. So do I!



9 9 10



Lucky you! Me too.



10 10 10



Do you have a house? Yes! A big one! No, I have an apartment. Yes, with a backyard.



10



Oh really? Well, I'm Japanese.



8 8 8



Where do you live? In Spain. In France, and you? I live in Sweden.



9



7 7 8



Are you French? No, I'm not. Yes, I am. No, I'm Italian.



8



Good. Go to bed! I hope so!



So, how are you today? I'm fine, thank you. I'm tired. I'm all right!



7



I'm a machine.



6 6 6



How old are you? I'm old! I'm young; I'm 21. It's none of your business!
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11 11 11



I'm sorry!
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Are you married? No way! Yes, I am. I am single. Do you know anybody nice?



12



Where is your wife? At her office! Oh, I don't know! She's with our son and daughter.



14



She works, then. You don't know?



14 15 14



Are you a grandfather? Hey! I'm not that old! I wish I was. Yes, I have three grandsons.



15



That's a lot of work!



15 13 13



Do you have children? No, not yet. Yes, I have a girl and a boy. I have twins!



13



I know lots of people!



15 12 15



15 15 15



I don't!



Do you have a big family? 16 16 17



Pretty big, yes. I have many aunts and uncles. No, just my sister and I.



16



Do you have any cousins? 17 17 17



No, none. Yes, two. And I like them very much. Yes, but I never see them.
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Do you understand what I'm saying? It's a bit hard! Yes, everything! Sorry?



Never mind.



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Sisters and brothers are related people. Monkeys T-shirts Prisoners Lawyers



2



My name is Kate. address is father is phone number is message is



3



Go to bed means go to sleep. on a hike shopping the movies over the moon underwater The affirmative imperative



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. morning hello husband backyard nothing



2



evening goodbye wife front yard everything



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. husband son man girl myself



wife daughter woman boy yourself



Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



l



hello blond like yellow
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p



Spain apartment pretty plump pants pen stupid



t



don't tired not sister but



k



think ask thank backyard dark skirt



d



husband Sweden daughter grandsons hard shoulders



g



good ghost big girl green



f



first fine France office fair fat barefoot for



s



nice sweater yes see just



v



of very have never everything



m



I'm woman morning much them small tomorrow



n



know and none many one evening no



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The simple present
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2



Subject pronouns



3



Placing the adjective
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Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Conjugate as in the example. Example: it (to work)



it works



he (to wear)



he wears



they (to ask)



they ask



Melanie (to live)



Melanie lives she lives



you (to know)



you know



Kurt and Kordell (to look)



Kurt and Kordell look they look



we (to like)



we like



The simple present



2



Conjugate as in the example. Example: it (to work)



it works



the monsters (to see)



the monsters see they see



the boy (to catch)



the boy catches he catches



Alan (to try)



Alan tries he tries



Wayne (to wish)



Wayne wishes he wishes



I (to know)



I know



she (to understand)



she understands



The simple present
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3



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (be) you (be)



you are you're



we (be)



we are we're



he (be)



he is he's



it (be)



it is it's



they (be)



they are they're



she (be)



she is she's



The verb 'to be'



4



I am



Contraction of 'to be'



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (be)



I am



Barry (be)



Barry is Barry's



the pants (be)



the pants are



the shoes (be)



the shoes are



my pen (be)



my pen is my pen's



a bow tie (be)



a bow tie is a bow tie's



a sweater (be)



a sweater is a sweater's



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: she is



she's



they are



they're



I am



I'm



it is



it's



you are



you're



we are



we're



he is



he's



Contraction of 'to be'



6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: she is



she's



Sheryl is



Sheryl's



Kobe is



Kobe's



they are



they're



the monster is



the monster's



the sock is



the sock's



the tie is



the tie's



Contraction of 'to be'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [4 exercises] 1



It's a nice, warm country. How old are you? I have three grandsons. My hair is very dark brown . Age



2



Go to bed! Bye for now! Good morning ! See you tomorrow !
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3



Do you know anybody nice? I am single . I know lots of people. I have many aunts and uncles. 'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



4



It's none of your business! No way! Wake up ! I hope so !



Sentence Practice [11 exercises] 1



Make the following sentences plural. Example: She is nice.



They are nice.



He wakes up.



They wake up.



Are you Italian?



Are you Italian?



I have children.



We have children.



Subject pronouns The simple present The verb 'to be' Nationalities: capital letters The verb 'to have'



2



Contraction of 'to be'



Make the following sentences plural. Example: She is nice.



They are nice.



It is beautiful.



They are beautiful. They're beautiful.



I am a grandmother.



We are grandmothers. We're grandmothers.



She lives in Switzerland.



They live in Switzerland.



Subject pronouns
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The simple present



The verb 'to be'



Contraction of 'to be'
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3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Miguel lives in Madrid. Yuri lives in Moscow.



Yuri lives in Russia.



Nancy lives in Washington.



Nancy lives in the United States. Nancy lives in America. Nancy lives in the United States of America. Nancy lives in the USA. Nancy lives in the US. Nancy lives in the U.S.A. Nancy lives in the U.S.



Ahmed lives in Fez.



Ahmed lives in Morocco.



Prepositions of place



4



Miguel lives in Spain.



Names of countries: capital letters



The article and geographical names



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Miguel lives in Madrid.



Miguel lives in Spain.



Hisako lives in Tokyo.



Hisako lives in Japan.



Pierre lives in Paris.



Pierre lives in France.



Li lives in Beijing.



Li lives in China. Li lives in the People's Republic of China. Li lives in the PRC. Li lives in the P.R.C.



Prepositions of place
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Names of countries: capital letters



The article and geographical names
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5



Reformulate as in the example. Example: Miguel lives in Madrid. Maria lives in Buenos Aires.



Maria lives in Argentina.



Eric lives in Toronto.



Eric lives in Canada.



Siobhan lives in Dublin.



Siobhan lives in Ireland. Siobhan lives in Eire. Siobhan lives in the Republic of Ireland.



Prepositions of place



6



Miguel lives in Spain.



Names of countries: capital letters



The article and geographical names



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I am barefoot.



Are you barefoot?



I am happy.



Are you happy?



I wear ties.



Do you wear ties?



I have black hair.



Do you have black hair?



The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' Questions without interrogative words Direct and indirect questions Auxiliaries The verb 'to have'



7



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I am barefoot.



Are you barefoot?



I am Dutch.



Are you Dutch?



We are Puerto Rican.



Are you Puerto Rican?



They are Canadian.



Are they Canadian?



The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be' Questions without interrogative words Direct and indirect questions Nationalities: capital letters
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8



Reformulate as in the example. Example: I am barefoot.



Are you barefoot?



Rose wears tennis shoes.



Does Rose wear tennis shoes? Does she wear tennis shoes?



Katie has a big family.



Does Katie have a big family? Does she have a big family?



You can sleep now.



Can we sleep now? Can I sleep now? Can you sleep now?



Questions without interrogative words



9



The verb 'to have'



Replace the definite article with the indefinite article where possible. Example: He eats the apple.



He eats an apple.



He sees the house.



He sees a house.



I wear the bow tie.



I wear a bow tie.



She wears the orange skirt.



She wears an orange skirt.



Definite and indefinite articles



10



Direct and indirect questions



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



'Home' - 'House'



Replace the definite article with the indefinite article where possible. Example: He eats the apple.



He eats an apple.



Here is the computer.



Here is a computer.



You are the man.



You are a man.



She lives in the old house.



She lives in an old house.



Definite and indefinite articles
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The difference between 'a' and 'an'



'Home' - 'House'
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Replace the definite article with the indefinite article where possible. Example: He eats the apple.



He eats an apple.



This is the important question.



This is an important question.



Do you have the pen?



Do you have a pen?



Give me the answer.



Give me an answer.



Demonstratives The difference between 'a' and 'an' Transitive and intransitive verbs



Definite and indefinite articles



Dictation [4 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



My name's Sonia. I live in Canada. I'm young. I'm slim. My hair is brown. Subject pronouns



2



1 2 3 4 5



Contraction of 'to be'



Bob has a big family. He has many aunts. His mother has three brothers. His father has three sisters. He likes all his cousins. Possessive adjectives



3



1 2 3 4 5



I'm married. I live in a big house. I have a son and a daughter. My husband is French. My office is in Paris. Subject pronouns



4



1 2 3 4 5



The prepositions 'in' and 'at'



My grandfather is plump. My uncle is slim. My aunt is tall. My nephew is not fat. My husband is small. Possessive adjectives
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Contraction of 'to be'
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Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises] 1



A computer doesn't have a A computer doesn't have a name The negative form



name



Auxiliaries



2



Miami Miami



3



Spain, France and Sweden are Spain, France and Sweden are in



is a big, warm is a big, warm city



city



Names of countries: capital letters



in Europe Europe The article and geographical names



4



if you have grandchildren, that means you are grandparents if you have grandchildren, that means you are grandparents



5



it's no longer morning, so say good it's no longer morning, so say good evening Adverbs of time



6



Today, Today,



evening



Uses of 'so'



many husbands stay home while wives make many husbands stay home while wives make money!



money!



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Wake up! Good morning! Hello! Good evening! Yes, I have three grandsons. Yes, I have a girl and a boy. I wish I was. See you tomorrow! Well yes, they are a bit big!
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Good morning. Hi!



2 2



I don't!
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2



Who are you? I'm Lisa, and you? I'm a man! I'm a ghost! It's a bit hard! No, I'm not. Like a monster. My nicest sweater and jeans. I have twins!



3



You don't scare me! That's a lot of work!



6 4 5



I have no name!



Me too.



Are you a beautiful woman? I think so! Ask my husband! I don't know! At her office! Tennis shoes. I am single. Do you know anybody nice? No, I don't! In France, and you?



5



4



But, what's your name? I'm Howard. My name's Sonia. Tell me yours first. They're blue and gray. Ah, good! Yes, I have three grandsons. No, I have an apartment. My eyes are brown and yellow.



4



I'm a computer.



6 6 6



All right! I think you are! She works, then. I know lots of people! I live in Switzerland.



Are you a man? Of course, I'm a man! Yes, and you? No, I'm a woman. Like a monster. Like myself! I'm answering your stupid questions! I'm Lisa, and you? At her office!
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6 6



I'm a machine. You don't scare me! I know that! I'm a computer. She works, then.
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So, how are you today? I'm fine, thank you. I'm tired. I'm all right! No, it's short. No, I have an apartment. I wish I was. Boots. Like myself!



7



Me too. I don't! I know that!



Oh really? Well, I'm Japanese.



8 8 8



Where do you live? In France, and you? In Spain. I live in Sweden. I have a bow tie. Yes, and you? Nice shoes! Ah, good! I have blond hair.



9



7 7 8



Are you French? No, I'm not. Yes, I am. No, I'm Italian. I'm a man! My nicest sweater and jeans. They're blue and gray. Boots. I'm young; I'm 21.



8



Good. Go to bed! I hope so!



I live in Switzerland. It's a nice, warm country! So do I! You look good! I'm a machine. Yes, they look good!



9



Lucky you!



10 10



Do you have a house? Yes! A big one! Yes, with a backyard. No, I have an apartment. Boots. No, I'm barefoot. My hair is very dark brown. Yes, I have one on. No, but I have large hands.
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Me too.



I have big toes!
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10



How old are you? I'm old! I'm young; I'm 21. It's none of your business! Pretty big, yes. No, I'm not. Yes, two. And I like them very much. I wish I was. I'm a ghost!



11



I don't!



12 I know lots of people!



Do you have children? I have twins! No, not yet. Yes, I have a girl and a boy. Like myself! I'm a man! My eyes are brown and yellow. I live in Sweden. Yes, I am.



13



I'm sorry!



Are you married? Yes, I am. No way! I am single. Do you know anybody nice? I'm answering your stupid questions! No, none. My nicest sweater and jeans. No, it's short. It comes down to my shoulders.



12



11 11 11



That's a lot of work!



13



I know that!



So do I!



Where is your wife? At her office! Oh, I don't know! She's with our son and daughter. Green pants. Yes, but I never see them. I'm young; I'm 21. Of course, I'm a man! No, it's short.
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She works, then. You don't know?



14
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Are you a grandfather? Yes, I have three grandsons. Hey! I'm not that old! I wish I was. Yes, I have long hair. No, I don't! No, but I have large hands. Yes, everything! It's a bit hard!



15



I have big toes!



16 16 17



Hmm... I like long hair!



Do you have any cousins? No, none. Yes, two. And I like them very much. Yes, but I never see them. I have twins! Nice shoes! They're green. No, it's short. I'm a man!



17



I don't! Hmm... I like long hair!



Do you have a big family? Pretty big, yes. I have many aunts and uncles. No, just my sister and I. I'm old! Yes, I am. Boots. Not exactly, but I'm not fat. Yes, I have long hair.



16



15



17 17 17 That's a lot of work! Yes, they look good! That's a nice color!



Do you understand what I'm saying? It's a bit hard! Yes, everything! Sorry? I have blond hair. They're green. Yes, I have long hair. I'm Howard. I have twins!
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Never mind. That's a nice color! Hmm... I like long hair! That's a lot of work!
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Mystery Phrase [12 exercises] 1



European country in the Iberian peninsula. Spain



2



A national of a southern European country. Italian



3



Not married. single



4



A plot of ground where herbs, fruits, flowers, or vegetables are cultivated. garden



5



A group of people of common ancestry. family



6



Place to live located inside a building. apartment



7



Not very hot. warm



8



Female child of a parent. daughter



9



Father of one's parent. grandfather



10



Phantom. ghost



11



Your mother or father's sister. aunt



12



Machine used to calculate or process information. computer



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Hey! Wake up, lazy! It’s five o’clock. It is very early in the morning. What a beautiful day! The sun is shining. The birds are singing. Brush your teeth. Comb your hair. Mmm! What a delicious breakfast! You’ve got apples, pears and grapes... cereal, and bacon, eggs, toast and coffee. Don’t eat too much! You leave the house and go to work. Do you take the train? Ooh, you have a beautiful car! It’s a red car. There are lots of cars. As usual! Hello. How are you? I’m fine, thank you. So where do you work? In the city. But where in the city? At the zoo! Lucky you! Oh no, this lion looks very dangerous. He’s very big. I prefer smaller cats. They don’t eat people! So, what are you doing tonight? Do you want to go to a club? Or a bar? Or do you want to go home? Read a good book... Watch television... Or even speak a foreign language!
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What do you do on the weekend? Oh, you like karate? Ouch! That doesn’t look like fun! Me? I prefer fishing. It’s relaxing, like being on vacation. Do you travel often? Have you been to Thailand? I love Venice. Don’t look so surprised. I’m very romantic. I often buy roses. You look tired. What time is it? It’s five past one. It’s time to go to bed. Sweet dreams!



1



The video describes what someone does... daily. weekly. monthly.



2



Which of the following is true? There is a lot to eat for breakfast. There is not much to eat for breakfast. There is wine for breakfast.



3



What kind of activities does the narrator suggest for the evening? Things to do both in town and at home Things to do at home Things to do in town



4



The person in the video probably... had a long day. sleeps a lot. is planning on staying up all night.



5



What do you say when you get hurt? Ouch! Oops! Wow!



6



From the image in the video, it seems that you live in... an old house. a modern apartment. a luxury villa.



7



The person in the video who works at the zoo probably... loves animals. is a great hunter. spends most of the day in the office.
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8



The narrator of the video probably... loves the outdoors. lives in the country. rarely goes outside.



9



Roses and Venice have this in common for the narrator. They both make her think of love. They both need water. They are both flowers.



10



What season is it? Spring Winter Autumn



Descriptions (17 activity (ies) 01:35:47) Keywords [11 word(s)] big blond brown to do (v.) eye hair to look like married single small tall



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



What do you look like? Like myself! Like a monster. Like a human being, not like you!



2



I know that! You don't scare me!



2 2 2



Are you tall? Not really, no. No, I'm small! Yes, I am.
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3 3 3



So am I!
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3



Are you fair-haired? 6 4 4



I have blond hair. My hair is very dark brown. Yes, I'm fair.



4



What color are your eyes? They're green. They're blue and gray. My eyes are brown and yellow.



5



Ah ha! You like chocolate!



7 7 7



Hmm... I like long hair!



8 8 8



Do you have long hair? No, it's short. It comes down to my shoulders. Yes, I have long hair.



8



I have big toes!



6 6 8



Are you slim? Not exactly, but I'm not fat. Yes, I'm very slim. I'm just a bit plump.



7



6 6 5



Do you have big feet? No, I don't! Well yes, they are a bit big! No, but I have large hands.



6



That's a nice color!



And what are you wearing? 11 9 10



A black skirt. Green pants. My nicest sweater and jeans.
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9



Do you have a tie? No, I never wear ties. Yes, I have one on. I have a bow tie.



10



Ties don't suit me!



10 10 10



You look good!



Are you wearing socks? Yes, I have yellow socks! No, I'm barefoot. I have pantyhose on.



11



What kind of shoes are you wearing? Tennis shoes. Nice shoes! Boots.



12



11 11 11



12 12 12



Yes, they look good!



What are you doing right now? I'm chewing my pen. I'm talking to you! I'm answering your stupid questions!



13



13 13 13



You can sleep now. Ah, good! All right. Bye for now. See you tomorrow!



Yes, bye!



Word Pronunciation [11 word(s)] big blond brown to do eye hair to look like married single small tall
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Sentence Pronunciation [39 sentence(s)] Like myself! Like a monster. Like a human being, not like you! Not really, no. No, I'm small! Yes, I am. I have blond hair. My hair is very dark brown. Yes, I'm fair. They're green. They're blue and gray. My eyes are brown and yellow. No, I don't! Well yes, they are a bit big! No, but I have large hands. Not exactly, but I'm not fat. Yes, I'm very slim. I'm just a bit plump. No, it's short. It comes down to my shoulders. Yes, I have long hair. A black skirt. Green pants. My nicest sweater and jeans. No, I never wear ties. Yes, I have one on. I have a bow tie. Yes, I have yellow socks! No, I'm barefoot. I have pantyhose on. Tennis shoes. Nice shoes! Boots. I'm chewing my pen. I'm talking to you! I'm answering your stupid questions! Ah, good! All right. Bye for now. See you tomorrow!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [11 exercises] 1 a skirt an earring a bow tie a ski boot a bathing suit a sweat suit
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2 a sweater a tennis shoe an undershirt a jacket a shirt pantyhose



3 jeans slacks panties sweatpants shorts



4 a tie a shirt a suit a bow tie a jacket an undershirt



5 a bow tie an evening dress a tuxedo pearls a champagne glass a hat



6 pantyhose a dumbbell a woman a leotard a slacks
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7 a shoe a boot a sock pantyhose a slipper a moccasin



8 a boot a raincoat a hood pants a boy a shoe



9 an eye a stomach a finger a nose an elbow a shoulder



10 a hand a leg a knee a finger a palm a thumb



11 a foot a toe a sole a leg a hand a finger
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



What do you look like? Like myself! Like a monster. Like a human being, not like you!



2



2 2 2



Are you tall? Not really, no. No, I'm small! Yes, I am.



3



I know that! You don't scare me!



3 3 3



So am I!



Are you fair-haired? I have blond hair. My hair is very dark brown. Yes, I'm fair.



4



What color are your eyes? They're green. They're blue and gray. My eyes are brown and yellow.



5



That's a nice color!



6 6 5



Do you have big feet? No, I don't! Well yes, they are a bit big! No, but I have large hands.



6



6 4 4



I have big toes!



6 6 8



Ah ha! You like chocolate!



7 7 7



Are you slim? Not exactly, but I'm not fat. Yes, I'm very slim. I'm just a bit plump.
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7



Do you have long hair? No, it's short. It comes down to my shoulders. Yes, I have long hair.



8



8 8 8



Hmm... I like long hair!



And what are you wearing? A black skirt. Green pants. My nicest sweater and jeans.



9



Do you have a tie? No, I never wear ties. Yes, I have one on. I have a bow tie.



10



11 9 10



Ties don't suit me!



10 10 10



You look good!



Are you wearing socks? Yes, I have yellow socks! No, I'm barefoot. I have pantyhose on.



11



What kind of shoes are you wearing? Tennis shoes. Nice shoes! Boots.



12



11 11 11



12 12 12



Yes, they look good!



What are you doing right now? 13 13 13



I'm chewing my pen. I'm talking to you! I'm answering your stupid questions!
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13



You can sleep now. Ah, good! All right. Bye for now. See you tomorrow!



Yes, bye!



The Right Word with speech recognition [3 exercises] 1



Walking barefoot on hot cinders is dangerous. headless footless clothed while chewing gum divorced



2



Human beings are technologically advanced. Crayons Dodo birds Dinosaurs Morse codes Scotch tapes



3



Scary movies frighten me! Complicated Documentaries Biographical



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. hard old married blond fat short



easy young single dark brown slim tall



Phonetics Exercise [1 phoneme(s)]



b



boy being blue bit anybody Bye business
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a skirt (black)



a black skirt



a country (warm)



a warm country



the backyard (big)



the big backyard



the twins (young)



the young twins



a pen (blue)



a blue pen



an answer (good)



a good answer



the socks (yellow)



the yellow socks



Placing the adjective



2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a skirt (black)



a black skirt



the women (beautiful)



the beautiful women



hair (long)



long hair



a restaurant (Vietnamese)



a Vietnamese restaurant



the eyes (brown)



the brown eyes



a question (hard)



a hard question



the socks (ugly)



the ugly socks



Placing the adjective



The plural



Fill-in-the-Blanks [5 exercises] 1



What are you doing right now? Do you understand what I'm saying? What color are your eyes? Do you have long hair? What kind of shoes are you wearing ? The present continuous The near future: BE + ING Irregular verbs Verbs without a continuous form The verb 'to be' Contraction of 'to be'
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2



I have blond hair. My eyes are brown and yellow . I'm fine , thank you. I have large hands.



3



I live in Sweden . You like chocolate . I'm just a bit plump . I have a bow tie.



4



Do you have big feet ? Ties don't suit me! Where do you live? What do you look like? Interrogative words



5



I'm answering your stupid questions ! I have a girl and a boy . You don't scare me ! I have large hands . I'm talking to you ! Object pronouns



Sentence Practice [1 exercises] 1



Make the following sentences plural. Example: She is nice.



They are nice.



She has big hands.



They have big hands.



Are you short?



Are you short?



I like chocolate.



We like chocolate.



Subject pronouns The simple present Contraction of 'to be'
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The verb 'to have'



The verb 'to be'
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Dictation [1 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I have a long, black skirt. I'm wearing a yellow blouse. My shoes look good. I never wear boots. I like pants too. Definite and indefinite articles



Adverbs of time



'Ever' - 'Never'



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



Word Order with speech recognition [9 exercises] 1



monsters monsters



2



being plump was a sign of royalty long being plump was a sign of royalty long ago.



3



many rock stars wear black leather many rock stars wear black leather



have big ears and green skin. have big ears and green skin.



ago.



'Few' - 'A few' - 'Many'



4



I hope you have sweet dreams while you I hope you have sweet dreams while you sleep.



sleep.



Verbs without a continuous form



5



jeans are jeans are not



not appropriate clothing for job interviews appropriate clothing for job interviews



Nouns without singular forms



6



I met a I met a man



The negative form



man named Slim who was anything named Slim who was anything but that



but



that



Relative pronouns and adverbs



7



all fairy tale maidens have long all fairy tale maidens have long hair



hair



Verbs without a continuous form
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8



nobody likes being called stupid! nobody likes being called stupid! 'Everybody' - 'Nobody'



9



never never



'Everybody' - 'Somebody' - 'Nobody'



talk while someone else is speaking talk while someone else is speaking



'Ever' - 'Never'



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



What do you look like? Like myself! Like a monster. Like a human being, not like you! No, I never wear ties. I wish I was. Nice shoes! No, it's short. It comes down to my shoulders.



2



2 2 2



Ties don't suit me! I don't! Yes, they look good!



Are you tall? Not really, no. No, I'm small! Yes, I am. In Spain. Yes, I have a girl and a boy. I'm tired. Ask my husband! Yes, I have three grandsons.



3



I know that! You don't scare me!



3 3 3



So am I! It's a nice, warm country! Go to bed! All right!



Are you fair-haired? I have blond hair. Yes, I'm fair. My hair is very dark brown. Ah, good! Yes, I'm very slim. Yes, but I never see them. I'm Lisa, and you? See you tomorrow!
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6 4



I'm a computer.
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4



What color are your eyes? They're green. They're blue and gray. My eyes are brown and yellow. No, I'm barefoot. She's with our son and daughter. It's a bit hard! I am single. Do you know anybody nice? I'm tired.



5



I know lots of people! Go to bed!



6 I have big toes! I don't! I have no name! Good morning.



Are you slim? Not exactly, but I'm not fat. Yes, I'm very slim. I'm just a bit plump. Tennis shoes. Hello! Yes, I have yellow socks! It's a bit hard! I'm a ghost!



7



6 6



Do you have big feet? No, I don't! Well yes, they are a bit big! No, but I have large hands. Yes, I am. I wish I was. Tell me yours first. Good morning! She's with our son and daughter.



6



That's a nice color!



7 7 Ah ha! You like chocolate! Hi!



Do you have long hair? It comes down to my shoulders. Yes, I have long hair. No, it's short. Good evening! Like a human being, not like you! Yes, I am. It's a bit hard! She's with our son and daughter.
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8 8



Hmm... I like long hair!
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8



And what are you wearing? My nicest sweater and jeans. A black skirt. Green pants. They're green. Tell me yours first. I'm all right! She's with our son and daughter. I have many aunts and uncles.



9



10 Ties don't suit me! You look good! Good morning.



Hi!



Are you wearing socks? No, I'm barefoot. Yes, I have yellow socks! I have pantyhose on. I'm just a bit plump. I'm young; I'm 21. Yes, everything! I am single. Do you know anybody nice? Pretty big, yes.



11



That's a nice color! I have no name! I hope so!



Do you have a tie? Yes, I have one on. No, I never wear ties. I have a bow tie. Good morning! Yes, but I never see them. I have many aunts and uncles. See you tomorrow! Hello!



10



10



11



Ah ha! You like chocolate!



I know lots of people!



What kind of shoes are you wearing? Tennis shoes. Nice shoes! Boots. Yes, I'm fair. Tell me yours first. Yes, I am. Yes, I'm very slim. Pretty big, yes.
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12 12



Yes, they look good!



I have no name!
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12



What are you doing right now? I'm chewing my pen. I'm talking to you! I'm answering your stupid questions! I'm fine, thank you. I'm young; I'm 21. Yes, I have one on. Hello! Yes! A big one!



13



13 13 13 Good.



Hi! Lucky you!



You can sleep now. Ah, good! All right. Bye for now. See you tomorrow! No, I never wear ties. Yes, I have yellow socks! Yes, I am. Yes, with a backyard. No, but I have large hands.



Yes, bye! Ties don't suit me!



I have big toes!



Mystery Phrase [8 exercises] 1



A lemon color. yellow



2



A very scary creature. monster



3



Having a full rounded usually pleasant shape. plump



4



The day after today. tomorrow



5



To fill with fear. scare



6



Cloth covering for the feet. socks



7



Instrument used for writing. pen
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8



Part of the body where the arm joins the chest. shoulder



Numbers & Letters (19 activity (ies) 02:00:29) Keywords [12 word(s)] after alphabet before between to count (v.) to know (v.) minus number plus to pronounce (v.) to remember (v.) to think (v.)



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Where are you? At home. In my bedroom. At work.



2



Yes, but where? In the bathroom. In the living room. In the kitchen!



3



2 3 3



You learn English in the bathroom? Don't try to make me put on weight!



3 3 3



Sit down, then! That's not comfortable!



4 4 4



Are you sitting? Yes, I am. No, I'm standing. I'm kneeling.
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4



How many people are with you? 5 5 5



There are three of us. I'm alone. We're six!



5



By the way, can you count? Yes, I can! Up to one hundred! Well... Not really! Let's try!



6



7 7 7



Twenty! Yes, "thirteen". Yes, that's right.



8 9 8



That's right. Wrong. It's twenty-seven. Twenty-seven.



9 9 9



Wrong! It's seventy! Right! No, it's seventy.



10 10 10



Now, how much is twenty-two plus five? Twenty-seven. It's thirty-eight. I don't know.



9



NINE, ten! Ten... No! Say "nine", ten...



Eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen... Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... Do you say "thirteen"? It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it?



8



8 6 6



One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight... Ten! Nine... Knife!



7



Good! Then try with me. All right.



What's after sixty-nine? One hundred! Seventy. Fifty.
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10



What's just before one thousand? I don't know, tell me. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. It's nine hundred and ninety-nine.



11



12 12 12



Yes, that's true. H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z!



Can you spell "Thursday"? T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. No, tell me. Yes, it's very easy.



14



Yes. No! Two hundred and ninety-six. No! You can't count!



Do you know the English alphabet? Of course! Yes, but it's hard to pronounce the "e" and the "i"! A, B, C, D, E, F, G...



13



11 12 11



And what's three hundred and eight minus twelve? It's two hundred and ninety-six. Let's see... Three hundred and one? I know! It's two hundred and five.



12



It's nine hundred and ninety-nine. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! That's correct.



Well done. It's T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



It's also hard not to mix up the "G" and the "J"! It's "G" and "J", is that right? "W" is hard to pronounce too! "R" is the hardest!



Yes, that's perfect! Yes, it is. It's like the sound babies make!



Word Pronunciation [12 word(s)] after alphabet before between to count to know minus number plus to pronounce
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13 14 13



to remember to think



Sentence Pronunciation [42 sentence(s)] At home. In my bedroom. At work. In the bathroom. In the living room. In the kitchen! Yes, I am. No, I'm standing. I'm kneeling. There are three of us. I'm alone. We're six! Yes, I can! Up to one hundred! Well... Not really! Let's try! Ten! Nine... Knife! Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... Do you say "thirteen"? It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it? Twenty-seven. It's thirty-eight. I don't know. One hundred! Seventy. Fifty. I don't know, tell me. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. It's nine hundred and ninety-nine. It's two hundred and ninety-six. Let's see... Three hundred and one? I know! It's two hundred and five. Of course! Yes, but it's hard to pronounce the "e" and the "i"! A, B, C, D, E, F, G... T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. No, tell me. Yes, it's very easy. It's "G" and "J", is that right? "W" is hard to pronounce too! "R" is the hardest!
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 an alphabet a chalkboard a classroom a schoolmate a notebook a pencil



2 a bathroom a garage a bedroom a living room a dining room a kitchen



3 a living room an office a kitchen a bedroom a dining room a bathroom



4 a kitchen a bedroom a bathroom a den a garage an office
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5 a bedroom a bathroom a WC a den a kitchen a dining room



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Where are you? 2 3 3



At home. In my bedroom. At work.



2



Yes, but where? In the bathroom. In the living room. In the kitchen!



3



Don't try to make me put on weight!



3 3 3



Sit down, then! That's not comfortable!



4 4 4



Are you sitting? Yes, I am. No, I'm standing. I'm kneeling.



4



You learn English in the bathroom?



How many people are with you? 5 5 5



There are three of us. I'm alone. We're six!



5



By the way, can you count? Yes, I can! Up to one hundred! Well... Not really! Let's try!
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Good! Then try with me. All right.



8 6 6
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6



One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight... Ten! Nine... Knife!



7



That's right. Wrong. It's twenty-seven. Twenty-seven.



9 9 9



Wrong! It's seventy! Right! No, it's seventy.



10 10 10



It's nine hundred and ninety-nine. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! That's correct.



11 12 11



Yes. No! Two hundred and ninety-six. No! You can't count!



12 12 12



What's just before one thousand? I don't know, tell me. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. It's nine hundred and ninety-nine.



11



8 9 8



What's after sixty-nine? One hundred! Seventy. Fifty.



10



Twenty! Yes, "thirteen". Yes, that's right.



Now, how much is twenty-two plus five? Twenty-seven. It's thirty-eight. I don't know.



9



7 7 7



Eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen... Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... Do you say "thirteen"? It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it?



8



NINE, ten! Ten... No! Say "nine", ten...



And what's three hundred and eight minus twelve? It's two hundred and ninety-six. Let's see... Three hundred and one? I know! It's two hundred and five.
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12



Do you know the English alphabet? Of course! Yes, but it's hard to pronounce the "e" and the "i"! A, B, C, D, E, F, G...



13



Can you spell "Thursday"? Well done. It's T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. No, tell me. Yes, it's very easy.



14



Yes, that's true. H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z!



It's also hard not to mix up the "G" and the "J"! Yes, that's perfect! Yes, it is. It's like the sound babies make!



It's "G" and "J", is that right? "W" is hard to pronounce too! "R" is the hardest!



The Right Word with speech recognition [2 exercises] 1



The alphabet is the first thing you learn in school. multiplication tables meaning of life rules of the road cooking



2



The kitchen is where we cook our meals. bathroom living room office bed gym class



Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. sitting easy alone fake best half
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standing hard accompanied genuine worst all
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13 14 13



2



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. before up in until minus



after down out since plus



Phonetics Exercise [3 phoneme(s)]



i



e G me see nineteen sixteen seventy really



O



think theater thirty birthday's Thursday three bathroom thirteen



n



hundred seventeen ten isn't winter Wednesday



Key grammar explanations [3 grammar point(s)] 1



The negative form
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2



'Can': perception and knowledge



3



Object pronouns
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Grammar Practice [1 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: a kitchen



the kitchen



a week



the week



a birthday



the birthday



an alphabet



the alphabet



a watch



the watch



a Frenchwoman



the Frenchwoman



an Italian



the Italian



Definite and indefinite articles



Nationalities: capital letters



Fill-in-the-Blanks [3 exercises] 1



Can you spell Thursday? The clock says eight thirty! I love spring and summer. You work in the bathroom? Verbs without a continuous form



Transitive and intransitive verbs



2



One, two, three, four , five... Six, seven, eight , nine, ten! Eleven, twelve , thirteen, fourteen, fifteen... I know Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday...



3



What's just before one thousand? I know how to spell Tuesday. I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Where are you? In my bedroom. Relative pronouns and adverbs
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The simple present



Interrogative words
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Sentence Practice [6 exercises] 1



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: He knows the alphabet. I am with Sheila.



I am with her. I'm with her.



She loves westerns.



She loves them.



Do you like the movie?



Do you like it?



The verb 'to be'



2



He knows it.



Contraction of 'to be'



Object pronouns



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: He knows the alphabet.



He knows it.



We write to our friends.



We write to them.



He has your pen.



He has it.



Look at the clock!



Look at it!



Object pronouns



3



Replace the object(s) with the corresponding personal pronoun(s). Example: He knows the alphabet.



He knows it.



She knows Martin.



She knows him.



Martin calls Mary.



Martin calls her. He calls her.



He plays tennis with Gus.



He plays tennis with him.



Object pronouns
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4



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Millie knows how to count.



Millie can count.



Frank knows how to spell.



Frank can spell.



Do you know how to swim?



Can you swim?



She knows how to use a computer.



She can use a computer.



'Can': ability and likelihood



5



'Can': perception and knowledge



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Millie knows how to count.



Millie can count.



We know how to speak Italian.



We can speak Italian.



Blair knows how to tie her shoes.



Blair can tie her shoes.



Spot knows how to sit.



Spot can sit.



'Can': ability and likelihood Nationalities: capital letters



6



Modal auxiliaries



'Can': perception and knowledge



Modal auxiliaries



Express the following sentences in a different way. Example: Millie knows how to count.



Millie can count.



Do they know how to read?



Can they read?



Jesse knows how to run fast.



Jesse can run fast.



I know how to use 'can.'



I can use 'can.' I can use 'can'.



'Can': ability and likelihood
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'Can': perception and knowledge



Modal auxiliaries
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Dictation [2 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



I live in a house. There are five rooms. There are three bedrooms, a living room and an office. I also have a nice kitchen and a big bathroom. My computer is in the kitchen. 'There is' - 'There are'



2



1 2 3 4 5



'Also' - 'As well' - 'Too'



My cousin Lisa is four. She can spell. She can count up to a hundred. She knows the alphabet. It's hard for her to pronounce this word. Subject pronouns



'Can': perception and knowledge



Modal auxiliaries



Infinitive clauses



Word Order with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1



one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight



2



the world's oldest woman lived to the world's oldest woman lived to be one



eight



be one hundred and hundred and twenty-one



twenty-one



Regular superlatives



3



there are lots there are lots of



of ghosts in ghosts in Disney's



Disney's Haunted Haunted Mansion



Mansion.



'There is' - 'There are'



4



The legal drinking age in America is twenty-one. The legal drinking age in America is twenty-one. The article and geographical names



5



Peasants Peasants



were obliged to kneel before the king were obliged to kneel before the king and queen.
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and



queen.
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Hello! Where are you? At home. In my bedroom. At work. Seventy. Let's try! I usually work late. Me too! It's Tuesday, January 5th.



2



Right! All right. I'm glad! Yes, very good!



Yes, but where? In the kitchen! In the bathroom. In the living room. And what time is it? I'll try... T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. I don't. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine.



3



2



Don't try to make me put on weight! You learn English in the bathroom?



3



Just a minute! Well done. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine!



Are you sitting? Yes, I am. No, I'm standing. I'm kneeling. Let's see... Three hundred and one? Six o'clock! Time to go! Me too! Do you say "thirteen"? It's in July.
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4 Sit down, then! That's not comfortable! No! Two hundred and ninety-six. I'm glad! Yes, "thirteen". In the summer, that's nice.
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4



How many people are with you? I'm alone. There are three of us. We're six! It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it? "W" is hard to pronounce too! I'll stay until a quarter to eight. No! I know all the days of the week! Mine is working!



5



Good!



Good! Then try with me. All right. When it's warm! That's only half of it!



8 6 6



Just a minute! Yes, that's perfect!



One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight... Nine... Ten! Knife! Of course! Mine is working! I know! It's two hundred and five. I'm kneeling. Is it a quarter past seven?



7



Yes, that's right. Yes, it is.



By the way, can you count? Yes, I can! Up to one hundred! Well... Not really! Let's try! I love spring and summer. I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I'm not working! And what time is it? It's "G" and "J", is that right?



6



5



Ten... NINE, ten! No! Say "nine", ten...



7



No! You can't count! That's not comfortable! No.



Eleven, twelve, thirteen, fourteen, fifteen... Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it? Do you say "thirteen"? In the kitchen! No, it isn't. We're six! I know! It's two hundred and five. In the living room.
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Twenty! Yes, that's right. Yes, "thirteen". Don't try to make me put on weight!



No! You can't count!
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8



Now, how much is twenty-two plus five? Twenty-seven. I don't know. It's thirty-eight. Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... I love spring and summer. I have to be at the theater in half an hour! All right! See you tomorrow! I hate fall.



9



Bye! Why? It has nice colors!



Right! Wrong! It's seventy! No, it's seventy. No! Say "nine", ten... It's T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



10



But I can hear you! Why? It has nice colors!



What's just before one thousand? I don't know, tell me. It's nine hundred and ninety-nine. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. No, it's in December. Yes, it is! At work. I prefer winter and snow. It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it?



11



9 9



What's after sixty-nine? Seventy. One hundred! Fifty. Knife! No, tell me. No, it isn't. You can't see me then? I hate fall.



10



That's right. Twenty-seven. Wrong. It's twenty-seven. It's Thursday! When it's warm!



It's nine hundred and ninety-nine. That's correct. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine!



11 11



Me too. Yes, that's right.



And what's three hundred and eight minus twelve? It's two hundred and ninety-six. Let's see... Three hundred and one? I know! It's two hundred and five. In February, yes. Knife! Ten! Well... Not really! I hate fall.
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Yes. No! Two hundred and ninety-six. No! You can't count! No! Say "nine", ten... NINE, ten! Then try with me. Why? It has nice colors!
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12



Do you know the English alphabet? Of course! Yes, but it's hard to pronounce the "e" and the "i"! A, B, C, D, E, F, G... We're six! Yes, my birthday's in August. I hate fall. I have to be at the theater in half an hour! It's in July.



13



Why? It has nice colors! In the summer, that's nice.



Can you spell "Thursday"? T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. No, tell me. Yes, it's very easy. It's in July. And I've lost my watch! No, after October. The best day is Sunday! Look at the clock, then!



14



Yes, that's true. H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z!



Well done. It's T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. In the summer, that's nice. Oh dear! Oh! Your birthday's in November!



It's also hard not to mix up the "G" and the "J"! It's "G" and "J", is that right? "W" is hard to pronounce too! "R" is the hardest! Knife! I'm not working! In the bathroom. What's after July? I'm alone.



Yes, that's perfect! Yes, it is. It's like the sound babies make! No! Say "nine", ten... You learn English in the bathroom?



Mystery Phrase [7 exercises] 1



A set of letters used to spell words. alphabet



2



A place with cooking facilities. kitchen



3



A room in the home used for sleeping. bedroom
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4



A sharp instrument used for cutting. knife



5



Opposite of difficult. easy



6



To make an attempt. try



7



Pounds or kilograms are a measure of ... weight



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Wake up sleepyhead! Rise and shine! You're always in a hurry in the morning. Dad takes the children to school before going to work by public transportation. Let's hope nobody's forgotten anything! There's the train, finally! At first sight, the station looks quiet. Suddenly, hundreds and hundreds of people step onto the platform to go to their offices. Dad's somewhere in this huge crowd. What a hive of activity! Some people prefer to take their cars. It may be more comfortable, but you have to constantly brake to stop at traffic lights. You come across all sorts of vehicles on the roads: two-wheelers, four-wheelers, big ones and small ones. The days go on and resemble one another. Come rain or come shine, we follow our routine: children at school, parents at work. In the spring, nature wakes up and blossoms once more. The snow melts and the temperature rises. The landscapes and the countryside regain their colors. After the fruit harvest and grape picking, autumn is already well underway. The leaves change color and begin to fall. In the yard, sweeping up dead leaves is a lot of work. Especially if there are children nearby! Either way, a yard requires constant upkeep. You always have to mow the lawn, water the flowers, till the soil and prune the rosebushes . . . In the winter, the snowfalls and drops in temperature mean dressing warmer. Those who don't do so risk catching a cold or the flu. Sometimes the snow blocks traffic: another day off! The months and seasons go by, but sometimes you have the feeling that time has stopped. Especially around four o'clock in the afternoon! All you can think about is going home. You count the minutes: 4:15, 4:30, 4:45, five o'clock sharp. Finally - you can go home now! The day is over. In the evening, you are tired: you yawn and stretch. Some people, however, still have a hard time falling asleep and they have to count sheep. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10! And what do you dream about? Summer, of course! Of happy moments shared with family or friends, far from the daily routine! But you quickly take on new habits: swimming, reading, eating ice cream, sunbathing, swimming, reading, eating ice cream, sunbathing . . .



1



What time of day is it at the beginning of the video? Almost six in the morning Almost midnight Time to go to bed
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2



At what time of day does time seem to freeze? Around four o'clock in the afternoon. At six in the morning. Around eight in the evening.



3



Why are there so many people getting off the train? It is rush hour. There is a strike today. Because it crashed.



4



Which of the following is probably true? Dad is a good father. Dad is retired. Dad drives to work.



5



What do you have to till in the yard? The soil The lawn The rosebuds



6



According to the video, when there is a heavy snowfall, sometimes you... don't have to go to work. need to put chains on the car wheels. need to shovel the driveway.



7



Which of the following is not an example of a two-wheeler? A skateboard A motorcycle A bicycle



8



The 'shine' of 'come rain or come shine' means... sunshine snow shoeshine



9



Why is sweeping up leaves such hard work? Because kids play with the leaves and mess them up Because the gardener quit Because leaves are heavy
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Dates & Times (18 activity (ies) 02:13:51) Keywords [18 word(s)] clock date day early hour in the afternoon in the evening in the morning late midnight month noon now season today until watch week



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Which is your favorite season? I prefer winter and snow. I hate fall. I love spring and summer.



2



2 2 2



In the summer, that's nice.



5 5 3



When's your birthday? It's in July. On September 24th. I don't know how to say it in English.



3



Me too. Why? It has nice colors! When it's warm!



Is it in January? February? March? April? May? June? 4 5 4



No, it isn't. In February, yes. What's after July?
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August? Yes, my birthday's in August. No, after October. No, it's in December.



5



I see!



7 8 8



Good!



Yes! I'm glad!



9 9 9



Just a minute!



9 9 10



No. Don't take hours!



10 11 10



It's Thursday today. Hey! I have to go to my gym class! I know... And what time is it?



9



7 8 6



I go to the movies on Saturdays. Oh, do you? I don't. Me too!



8



That's only half of it! It's Friday.



Is that the only day you know? I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Yes, it is! No! I know all the days of the week!



7



5 5 5



Do you also know all the days of the week? I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday!



6



Oh! Your birthday's in November!



What time is it? Six o'clock! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? Let me see...
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10



My watch has stopped! Mine is working! Look at the clock, then! And I've lost my watch!



11



11 12 11



Oh dear!



It's a quarter to seven. I have to be at the theater in half an hour! The clock says eight thirty! I'll stay until a quarter to eight.



12



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! No watch, no glasses! Are these your glasses? You can't see me then?



13



15 15 13



Poor me! Oh yes! Thank you very much! But I can hear you!



Yes, don't work until midnight! No, I won't! I usually work late. I'm not working!



14



14 15 15



But you can get up early! 15 15 15



I always get up at seven. Oh no! I can't do that! I'll try...



15



15 15 15



I hope you can say the date and the time correctly now! Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... It's Tuesday, January 5th. Well. I'll have to think first.
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It's Thursday! Yes, very good! Oh no!



16 16
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16



You'd better start this dialogue all over again! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Oh... This is hard! All right! See you tomorrow!



I prefer to hear that! I'll help you! Bye!



Word Pronunciation [18 word(s)] clock date day early hour in the afternoon in the evening in the morning late midnight month noon now season today until watch week



Sentence Pronunciation [48 sentence(s)] I prefer winter and snow. I hate fall. I love spring and summer. It's in July. On September 24th. I don't know how to say it in English. No, it isn't. In February, yes. What's after July? Yes, my birthday's in August. No, after October. No, it's in December. I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday! I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Yes, it is! No! I know all the days of the week! Oh, do you? I don't. Me too! Hey! I have to go to my gym class! I know... And what time is it? Six o'clock! Time to go!
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Is it a quarter past seven? Let me see... Mine is working! Look at the clock, then! And I've lost my watch! I have to be at the theater in half an hour! The clock says eight thirty! I'll stay until a quarter to eight. No watch, no glasses! Are these your glasses? You can't see me then? No, I won't! I usually work late. I'm not working! I always get up at seven. Oh no! I can't do that! I'll try... Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... It's Tuesday, January 5th. Well. I'll have to think first. I was joking! I know the date and the time! Oh... This is hard! All right! See you tomorrow!



Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [8 exercises] 1 spring winter snow rain



2 fall winter summer spring
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3 summer fall winter a river a townhouse



4 winter hiking water-skiing spring summer fall



5 a clock a watch a telephone booth a signboard a mailbox a lamppost



6 glasses a window a glass a monocle sunglasses



7 a birthday a present a party hat Christmas candy
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8 a watch a clock jewelry a ring a necklace a brooch



Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Which is your favorite season? I prefer winter and snow. I hate fall. I love spring and summer.



2



2 2 2



In the summer, that's nice.



5 5 3



When's your birthday? It's in July. On September 24th. I don't know how to say it in English.



3



Me too. Why? It has nice colors! When it's warm!



Is it in January? February? March? April? May? June? 4 5 4



No, it isn't. In February, yes. What's after July?



4



August? Yes, my birthday's in August. No, after October. No, it's in December.



5



Oh! Your birthday's in November!



5 5 5



Do you also know all the days of the week? I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday!
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That's only half of it! It's Friday.



7 8 6
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6



Is that the only day you know? I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Yes, it is! No! I know all the days of the week!



7



I'm glad!



9 9 9



Just a minute!



9 9 10



No. Don't take hours!



10 11 10



Oh dear!



11 12 11



My watch has stopped! Mine is working! Look at the clock, then! And I've lost my watch!



11



Yes!



What time is it? Six o'clock! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? Let me see...



10



Good!



It's Thursday today. Hey! I have to go to my gym class! I know... And what time is it?



9



7 8 8



I go to the movies on Saturdays. Oh, do you? I don't. Me too!



8



I see!



It's a quarter to seven. 15 15 13



I have to be at the theater in half an hour! The clock says eight thirty! I'll stay until a quarter to eight.
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12



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! No watch, no glasses! Are these your glasses? You can't see me then?



13



Poor me! Oh yes! Thank you very much! But I can hear you!



Yes, don't work until midnight! No, I won't! I usually work late. I'm not working!



14



14 15 15



But you can get up early! I always get up at seven. Oh no! I can't do that! I'll try...



15



15 15 15



I hope you can say the date and the time correctly now! Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... It's Tuesday, January 5th. Well. I'll have to think first.



16



It's Thursday! Yes, very good! Oh no!



16 16



You'd better start this dialogue all over again! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Oh... This is hard! All right! See you tomorrow!



I prefer to hear that! I'll help you! Bye!



The Right Word with speech recognition [4 exercises] 1



Spring time is the favorite season for lovers. Fall season Summer heat Winter snow Christmas season Mating season



2



15 15 15



December is the last month of the year. January November Remember October Container
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At midnight , Cinderella had to be home. four o'clock lunchtime twelve fifteen noon



4



Look at your wristwatch so you won't be late! bottle of wine computer mirror telephone sunglasses



Word Association [1 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. hard wrong glad first warm late



easy right sad last cool early



Phonetics Exercise [9 phoneme(s)]



eI



say eight J day hate always Monday late



aj



I'm nine my I right July time



I



it's in this kitchen six is fifty



ow



know



don't alone no October



E



seven yes let tell tennis February then bedroom



w



one work well what watch won't Y quarter



g



forgot go glasses get English



N



living working standing kneeling spring joking
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f



knife five first prefer fall after before half



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



Time
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Prepositions of time
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Grammar Practice [3 exercises] 1



Write in full as in the example. Example: 9:15



quarter after nine



11:30



eleven thirty half past eleven



6:23



six twenty-three



4:15



quarter after four a quarter after four four fifteen quarter past four a quarter past four



5:15



quarter after five a quarter after five five fifteen quarter past five a quarter past five



10:51



ten fifty-one



2:10



ten after two ten past two two ten



Time
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Write in full as in the example. Example: 9:15



quarter after nine



12:47



twelve forty-seven



10:45



quarter to eleven a quarter to eleven ten forty-five quarter of eleven a quarter of eleven



2:30



two thirty half past two



6:15



quarter after six a quarter after six six fifteen quarter past six a quarter past six



8:14



eight fourteen



12:40



twenty to one twenty of one twelve forty



Time



3



Replace the definite article with the indefinite article where possible. Example: the garage



a garage



the bathroom



a bathroom



the living room



a living room



the bedrooms



bedrooms



the alphabet



an alphabet



the letters



letters



the movie



a movie



Definite and indefinite articles



The difference between 'a' and 'an'



Fill-in-the-Blanks [8 exercises] 1



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! I'll stay until a quarter to eight. I always get up at seven. I don't know how to say it in English. It's also hard not to mix up the 'G' and the 'J'!
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I go to the movies on Saturdays. There are three of us. 'W' is hard to pronounce. Your birthday's in November. What's after July? Prepositions of time



3



Which is your favorite season? How many people are with you? What time is it? When is your birthday? Interrogative words



4



'Which' - 'What'



I have to be at the theater in half an hour. Six o'clock ! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? I always wake up at six. 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



5



Time



Prepositions of time



Sit down then! You'd better start this dialogue all over again. See you tomorrow ! I forgot what's before Saturday! 'Had better' - 'Would rather'



6



I have to go to my gym class. I prefer winter and snow . Don't take hours ! When is your birthday ? Impersonal verbs
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7



In the morning, we go to school. Lunch is at noon. On Saturdays, I like going to the park. The best time to go is after eating lunch. Prepositions of time



8



At four o'clock she plays tennis. That's hours from now! We're going to the movies in an hour . What time is it now? 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Time



Sentence Practice [3 exercises] 1



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you speak Japanese?



No, I don't speak Japanese.



Can you count?



No, I can't count. No, I cannot count. No, we can't count. No, we cannot count.



Are you at home?



No, I'm not at home. No, I am not at home. No, we're not at home. No, we aren't at home. No, we are not at home.



Is he with you?



No, he isn't with me. No, he's not with me. No, he isn't with us. No, he's not with us. No, he is not with me. No, he is not with us.



The negative form
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'Can': perception and knowledge



Contraction of 'to be'
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Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you speak Japanese? Is summer their favorite?



No, summer isn't their favorite. No, summer is not their favorite. No, summer's not their favorite. No, it isn't their favorite. No, it is not their favorite. No, it's not their favorite.



Is it her birthday?



No, it isn't her birthday. No, it is not her birthday. No, it's not her birthday.



Do you like movies?



No, I don't like movies. No, I do not like movies. No, we don't like movies. No, we do not like movies.



Contraction of 'to be'



3



No, I don't speak Japanese.



The negative form



Answer the question as in the example. Example: Do you speak Japanese?



No, I don't speak Japanese.



Is today Friday?



No, today isn't Friday. No, today is not Friday. No, today's not Friday.



Does Jon work hard?



No, Jon doesn't work hard. No, Jon does not work hard. No, he doesn't work hard. No, he does not work hard.



Do one and one make three?



No, one and one don't make three. No, one and one do not make three.



Contraction of 'to be'
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Dictation [3 exercises] 1



1 2 3 4 5



My favorite season is summer. It is warm all the time. I love to play tennis. I get up early and go to the gym. It's the best season. Verbs: reactions and preferences



2



1 2 3 4 5



Irregular superlatives



Bob wears glasses. He can't see if he isn't wearing them. He is always looking for them. He always leaves them in his bedroom. But he never forgets to put on his watch. Subject pronouns Verbs without a continuous form The present continuous The near future: BE + ING Adverbs of time Construction of compound nouns 'Ever' - 'Never'



3



1 2 3 4 5



Hurry up! What time is it? It's a quarter to six. I'll stay until a quarter to eight. We have to be there in half an hour. 'Hour' - 'Time' - 'O'clock'



Time



'Till' - 'Until'



Prepositions of time



Word Order with speech recognition [10 exercises] 1



The four seasons of the The four seasons of the year are



2



All students have at All students have at least



year are spring, summer, spring, summer fall and winter



least one gym one gym class.



fall



and



winter



class.



'At last' - 'At least'



3



Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday



4



English is spoken all over the English is spoken all over the world



world



Nationalities: capital letters
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5



everyone everyone



looks at looks at the



the clock on New Year's clock on New Year's Eve



Eve.



Prepositions of time



6



July 4th is Independence Day in the United July 4th is Independence Day in the United States



7



Benjamin Franklin invented bifocal glasses a long time Benjamin Franklin invented bifocal glasses a long time ago.



8



Polar bears prefer winter snow to summer Polar bears prefer winter snow to summer heat.



States.



ago.



heat.



Verbs without a continuous form



9



10



birthdays are birthdays are fun



fun to celebrate with family and to celebrate with family and friends.



he's so impatient that he keeps looking he's so impatient that he keeps looking at the clock



at



friends.



the



clock



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Which is your favorite season? I prefer winter and snow. I hate fall. I love spring and summer. I forgot what's before Saturday! In my bedroom. It's with "teen" up to nineteen, isn't it? Fifty. You can't see me then?
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Me too. Why? It has nice colors! When it's warm! It's Friday.



2



Yes, that's right. No, it's seventy. But I can hear you!
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When's your birthday? It's in July. On September 24th. I don't know how to say it in English. It's thirty-eight. In my bedroom. The best day is Sunday! Oh... This is hard! In the bathroom.



3



Wrong. It's twenty-seven.



I'll help you! You learn English in the bathroom?



4 5 4 All right. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! Wrong! It's seventy! Good!



August? Yes, my birthday's in August. No, it's in December. No, after October. I'm alone. I was joking! I know the date and the time! T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. You can't see me then? "W" is hard to pronounce too!



5



5 5 3



Is it in January? February? March? April? May? June? No, it isn't. In February, yes. What's after July? In my bedroom. Let's try! It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. One hundred! No! I know all the days of the week!



4



In the summer, that's nice.



5 5 Oh! Your birthday's in November! I prefer to hear that! Well done. But I can hear you! Yes, it is.



Do you also know all the days of the week? I know Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday. I forgot what's before Saturday! The best day is Sunday! T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y. You can't see me then? The clock says eight thirty! No, I won't! Mine is working!
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That's only half of it! It's Friday.



7 8



Well done. But I can hear you!
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Is that the only day you know? I also know Thursday, that's when I play tennis. Yes, it is! No! I know all the days of the week! It's in July. Is it a quarter past seven? I'll stay until a quarter to eight. Ten! In February, yes.



7



Good! In the summer, that's nice. No.



7 8 8



NINE, ten!



I go to the movies on Saturdays. Oh, do you? I don't. Me too! I hate fall. I'm not working! It's thirty-eight. Fifty. I don't know how to say it in English.



8



I see!



Yes!



9 9 9



I'm glad! Why? It has nice colors! Wrong. It's twenty-seven. No, it's seventy.



It's Thursday today. Hey! I have to go to my gym class! I know... And what time is it? Let's see... Three hundred and one? Seventy. A, B, C, D, E, F, G...



9 9 Just a minute! No! Two hundred and ninety-six. Right! H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, Z!



In the living room. Oh no! I can't do that!



9



What time is it? Six o'clock! Time to go! Is it a quarter past seven? Let me see... I'm not working! Are these your glasses? Let's see... Three hundred and one? Twenty-seven. You can't see me then?
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No. Don't take hours! Oh yes! Thank you very much! No! Two hundred and ninety-six. That's right. But I can hear you!
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My watch has stopped! Mine is working! Look at the clock, then! And I've lost my watch! In the bathroom. I'm alone. At home. Yes, it's very easy. I'm not working!



11



15 15 No! You can't count! Good! Yes. No! Nine hundred and ninety-nine! Yes, very good!



I can't see, I don't have my glasses! No watch, no glasses! Are these your glasses? You can't see me then? I don't know how to say it in English. Knife! No, it isn't. In February, yes. No, it's in December.



13



Oh dear! You learn English in the bathroom?



It's a quarter to seven. I have to be at the theater in half an hour! The clock says eight thirty! I'll stay until a quarter to eight. I know! It's two hundred and five. No! I know all the days of the week! It's two hundred and ninety-six. It must be nine hundred and eighty-nine. It's Tuesday, January 5th.



12



11 12



Poor me! Oh yes! Thank you very much! But I can hear you!



15 15 15



No! Say "nine", ten...



Yes, don't work until midnight! No, I won't! I usually work late. I'm not working! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Nine... No, it's in December. No, tell me. In my bedroom.
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But you can get up early! I always get up at seven. Oh no! I can't do that! I'll try... Sixteen, seventeen, eighteen, nineteen... One hundred! I forgot what's before Saturday! Oh, do you? I'm kneeling.



15



Twenty! Wrong! It's seventy! It's Friday. Yes! That's not comfortable!



I hope you can say the date and the time correctly now! Yes, it's Wednesday... hmm... It's Tuesday, January 5th. Well. I'll have to think first. On September 24th. I prefer winter and snow. I'm alone. Do you say "thirteen"? T, H, U, R, S, D, A, Y.



16



15 15 15



It's Thursday! Yes, very good! Oh no!



16 16



Me too. Yes, "thirteen". Well done.



You'd better start this dialogue all over again! I was joking! I know the date and the time! Oh... This is hard! All right! See you tomorrow! Fifty. Me too! No, I'm standing. I know! It's two hundred and five. I don't know, tell me.



I prefer to hear that! I'll help you! Bye! No, it's seventy. I'm glad! Sit down, then! No! You can't count! It's nine hundred and ninety-nine.



Mystery Phrase [13 exercises] 1



An object used to correct defective vision. glasses



2



An object used for indicating time. clock



3



Day of the week kept for rest. Sunday
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4



The first month of the year. January



5



A seven-day cycle. week



6



A conversation between two or more people. dialogue



7



The season between summer and winter. fall



8



To not remember or recall. forget



9



Device used to tell time and worn on the wrist. watch



10



Another word for a weather cycle. season



11



The last month of the year. December



12



A 24-hour cycle. day



13



Entertaining moving images and sounds on a screen. movies
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